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Benefits
 Maximize the aquifer’s
CO2 storage capacity
 Minimize the risk of
CO2 leakage
 Automated
optimization with
CMOST AI provided
fast and accurate
answers
 Capture the required
physics with GEM
 Reduced GHG intensity

Executive Summary: KNOC Uses CMG Software
for a CO2 Sequestration Feasibility Study
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Korea National Oil Company (KNOC) recently used CMG software to conduct a CO2
Sequestration feasibility study on the Ulleung Basin, an offshore sedimentary basin in
the East Sea.

Our Reservoir Engineers constructed a dynamic simulation model using GEM™, a compositional reservoir
simulator, to evaluate different injection conditions and scenarios to maximize aquifer storage. The simulation
model included valuable geological data – porosity, permeability, net-to-gross ratio, and pinch-out arrays
– to simulate the expected hysteresis effects of the
trapped CO2 over time. CMOST™ AI, an
integrated analysis and optimization tool, was
used to perform multiple optimization and sensitivity
analyses. As a result, we determined the optimum
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injection scenario, and identified the aquifer’s STARS
maximum trapped CO2 capacity, which minimizes
the risk of leakage and increases the CO2 storage.
Throughout the project, GEM’s usability and
complete physics-based capabilities enabled our
engineers to effectively model the CO2 sequestration
process. In addition, CMOST AI proved to the best
industry tool for scenario analysis and optimization. At
the conclusion of the CO2 Sequestration feasibility study,
we created a field development plan based upon
comprehensive simulation models and extensive
sensitivity analysis data.
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Contact

R&D Investment

Superior Software

Dedicated Support

Relevant Training

For more information
please contact
sales@cmgl.ca

CMG reinvests 20%
annual revenue back into R&D,
to further innovation and drive
technology forward

CMG delivers easy to use
software that provides the
most accurate results

Experienced technical sales &
support personnel, deliver highquality, timely and personalized
customer support

CMG’s industry renowned
reservoir software training
provides the skills to improve
productivity and efficiency
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